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United Kingdom Human Genome Mapping
Project Expands Activities
International Role Included in Objectives
n 1989 the U.K Secretary of State for Education and Science awarded £lIM

I($21 million) to the Medical Research Council (MRC) for the initiation of a

national Human Genome Mapping Project (HGMP) to coordinate and expand
U.K activities in human genome mapping and to provide a link with ~enome
projects in other countries. Program objectives include giving the Uruted
Kingdom a role in international genome research and ensuring that the nation
will benefit from medical and commercial applications of genome work.
The award supplements the £20M ($38 million) already committed to genetics
research annually in the United Kingdom by MRC (£lOM, or $19 million), other
research councils, and medical research charities such as the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund (ICRF) and The Wellcome Trust. The new funds are being distributed over a 3-year period from April 1989 to March 1992, after which £4.5M
($8.6 million) will be incorporated into the MRC annual funding baseline.
The U.K. project aims to have a balanced
portfolio that reflects and exploits existing
strengths; a few areas have been identified for
strategic development. One example is that,
instead of attempting large-scale sequencing
or mapping, the U.K. program will concentrate on identifying and isolating as many
genes as possible and characterizing them
in biological terms. The assumption is that
sequencing a few hundred bases of a cDNA
would determine what kind of protein the
gene codes for and how interesting the gene
would be to investigators. This approach
will indicate which genes have already been
sequenced and avoid duplication of effort.
Success of the U.K. genome project depends
on the consolidation of resources, emphasis
on collaboration, and central coordination of
the national effort in order to compete with
major international teams.

New Funds
to MRC
for Coordination
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of U.K. Genome
Activities
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Resource Centre
The Resource Centre acts as a national
repos~ory and site for systematic work, as
well as a distributory and reference center
for human and mouse cDNA libraries,
yeast artificial chromosome (VAG) libraries,
DNA probes, computing facilities, and relevant databases. The center is managed
jointly by Ross Sibson (Biology) and Martin
Bishop (Computing).
A number of existing YAC libraries are
being transferred to the Resource Centre.
The center makes cDNAs which, after partial sequencing, can be used as probes to
find a gene's pos~ion on the YAC. Investigators can send their cDNAs to the center
and receive the center's cDNAs for their
own research. A significant number of genes
could be identHied and located by processing 100 cDNAs per week for 5 years.
In addition to the production of cDNA
libraries and sequencing of new cDNAs,
work at the center includes nonradioactive
sequencing, hybridization screening,
polymerase chain reaction screening,
oligonucleotide synthesis, and in situ
hybridization.
To help laboratory researchers with computer networking, advisors from the center
are vis~ing laboratories to assist in establishing standard molecular biology software. In addition, the Resource Centre is
developing the following informatics
facil~ies:

• Computerization of data collection for
the cDNA strategy.
• Online access to all standard databases and software packages.
• Incorporation of the Genome Data
Base (GDB) from Johns Hopkins
University for national and possibly
European access.
• Computer training courses. For a
full description of courses, contact
Christine Bates at the Resource
Centre (see lower box).
Directed Programme of Research
The Directed Programme selectively
expands work in univers~y departments,
MRC establishments, and other institutions.
The Directed Programme Committee (see
upper box for members) works with the
project manager to develop an overall
operational strategy; identifies laboratories
and solicits and evaluates proposals for
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funding of appropriate research projects;
awards short-term grants and contracts,
studentships, and training fellowships; and
funds conferences, workshops, and travel.
An early objective of the Directed Programme was to enhance relevant work by
supporting research in three broad areas:
o General mapping of interesting
genomic regions.
o Evaluation and design of enabling
methodologies and equipment.
o Study of model organism genomes
such as the mouse and the roundworm Caenorhabditis e/egans.
While this work continues to be strongly
supported, the major thrust of the Directed
Programme is now focused on mapping
cDNAs in collaboration with the Resource
Centre. Data and materials generated with
the cDNA strategy will be available to the
community for further analysis, subject to
publication in existing public domain
databases.
The Directed Programme funds access
to a variety of resources to complement
Resource Centre activities, including the
ICRF DNA probe bank (see upper box)
recently transferred to the Resource Centre
and the Human Cell Bank at the Centre for
Applied Microbiology and Research at Porton, England. The Directed Programme has
also obtained and tested the SI. Louis and
Imperial Chemical Industries YAC Libraries
(Oxford/London) .

Secretariat
The Secretariat, headed by Diane Mclaren,
administers project business, services the
HGMP committees, and helps to establish
intemationallinks and coordination with
organizations such as the Human Genome
Organisation and the Commission of the
European Communities. Located at MRC
headquarters, the Secretariat also organizes annual users meetings to inform the
community on the progress of national and
international genome initiatives.

Model Organism Studies
The U.K. genome project is focusing on two
model genomes, the mouse and C.
e/egans, to complement its human genome
work. A backcross between Mus spretus
and M. domesticus has been set up at the
Resource Centre to provide a DNA resource
for physical mapping.

U.K. DNA Probe Bank
The u.K. DNA Probe Bank, funded by MRC, has been established
at the HGMP Resource Centre in London. The Probe Bank's
catalogue lists some 650 DNA probes, the majority of which have
been assigned to chromosomes and will detect restriction fragment
length polymorphisms. Probes will be distributed as aliquots of
purified DNA.

The Probe Bank will serve two purposes:
o to supply DNA markers upon request and
o to isolate new DNA markers to bridge some of the gaps in current
genetic maps.
To submit probes to the Probe Bank, groups should contact the
HGMP Resource Centre for inclusion in the listings. A simplified listing of probes and a more comprehensive catalogue are available
from the Resource Centre (see lower box, p. 2). <>

A joint project funded by MRC and the NIH
National Center for Human Genome
Research involves extensive pilot-scale
sequencing of the C. e/egans genome at
the MRC Laboratory for Molecular Biology
in Cambridge and Washington University
Medical School in SI. Louis. [see HGN 2(5),
1 (January 1991)]. <>
Reported by Diane McLaren, Head

Mapping cDNAs
Is Major Thrust
of U.K. Directed
Programme

U.K HGMP Secretariat
and
Denise Casey and Anne Adamson
HGMIS,ORNL

G-NomeNews
Editors of G-Nome News, a quarterly newsletter produced by the
U.K. Human Genome Mapping Project and funded by MRC, are
calling for articles from the human genome community. G-Nome
News, which has been in publication about 1 year, contains information in these general categories:
o U.K. project administration and management.
• Function of centralized resources, such as the Probe Bank.
o Technical articles.

• Contributions about genome research from laboratories around
the U oited Kingdom.
Deadlines for receipt of copy for quarterly editions are: Winter,
January 10; Spring, April 9; Summer, July 10; and Autumn, October
10. Newsletter articles, written or on disk (any format) can be transmitted to Nigel Spurr at the following:
Nigel Spurr, ICRF
Clare Hall Laboratories
Blanche Lane
South Mimms, Potters Bar
Hertfordshire, EN6 3LD, U.K.
Fax: (Int.) 44/707-49527
E-mail: (.. NSPURR@UK.AC.ICRF ..)
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DOE-NIH Joint Subcommittee Hears Reports
Informatics, ELSl, and Sequencing Working Groups Describe Progress
Next Scheduled
DOE-NIH Joint
Subcommittee
and PACHG
Meetings
Set for June 25

The DOE-NIH Joint Subcommittee on the
Human Genome convened in Bethesda,
Maryland, on December 3, 1990, with
Sheldon Wolff and Norton Zinder presiding.
Reports were heard from the joint working
groups on DNA sequencing; informatics;
and ethical, legal, and social issues. Representatives of international groups and other
U.S. agencies were also present to describe
the progress of their respective genome
programs. [For a list of subcommittee members and their affiliations, see HGN 2(3), 7
(September 1990).]

Joint InformaticS Task Force (JITF)
[For a list of members, see HGN 2(2), 10
(July 1990).]
David Benton [National Center for Human
Genome Research (NCHGR)] reported on
the JITF meeting (November 30-December
1,1990), which addressed the Human
Genome Project need for public databases
containing map and sequence data (see
article, p. 8). Benton stated that JITF has
developed a number of guidelines concerning the establishment of genome data
resources.
The JITF report prompted a discussion of
various informatics issues. Several participants noted that the complexity of currently
available physical mapping data necessitates an experimental approach to database
development and a period during which
experience can be acquired. Mark Pears<;ln
(Du Pont) noted that three major database
projects - the Genome Data Base at Johns
Hopkins University, GenBank® at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, and Genlnfo at
the NIH National Center for Biotechnology
Information-are developing products that
will be available this year and are attempting

Subcommittee, PACHG Recommendation
Supports CF Pilot Testing
The subcommittee and PACHG formulated a draft message to NIH
Acting Director William Raub. This message stated that the two groups
recognize the importance of evaluating CF genetic testing as a precedent
for introducing new genetic tests that will result from the Human Genome
Project and emphasized the immediate need for funding mechanisms to
support CF research-based pilot testing. The draft message contained the
recommendation that NCHGR take a leadership role in developing
these mechanisms.

to integrate their operations and to
facil itate access to these databases.
Maynard Olson (Washington University)
noted at least three levels at which databases
enter into the human genome program and
cautioned against trying to develop a
uniform technical standard that crosses
these diverse settings:
• Public databases where information
has been gathered from the literature
and from long-term user submissions.
• More specialized databases (e.g.,
physical mapping databases for
model organisms) that have a very
high information content but are of
interest to fewer people.
• Operational databases generated by
investigators on the front lines of
information gathering.

NIH-DOE Working Group on Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues (ELSI)
Nancy Wexler (Columbia University and
Hereditary Disease Foundation) diSCUSSed
the September 10, 1990, ELSI meeting [see
HGN 2(4), 6 (November 1990)]. Wexler
noted that additional funding sources are
needed because pilot testing programs will
involve costly service components such as
DNA analysis, as well as ed ucational efforts
to explain the importance of such programs
to other agencies. She emphasized that the
question of introducing new genetic screening tests will extend beyond cystic fibrosis
(CF) as genetic linkages for other disorders
are discovered.
Phillip Sharp (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) remarked that the national
institutes having an interest in CF might
help support pilot screening programs,
and Robert Katz (NIH National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases) suggested discussing the issue
with the institutes involved in CF research.
The question of whether the Human
Genome Project should fund pilot geneticscreening programs was discussed at
length. While partiCipants agreed that CF
offers a paradigm for conducting and evaluating such programs, they expressed concern that the genome project might be
expected to fund pilot programs for every
I linked disease. Wexler
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that although different pilot programs for
individual diseases may be necessary at first,
the need for research on these programs
will decrease as experience is gained and
standards of delivery are developed (see
box, p. 4).

Mapping Index Markers
Mark Guyer (NCHGR) provided an update
on efforts to establish the framework genetic
linkage map of index markers that had been
described by the mapping working group.
He reported that applications received in
response to the NCHGR July 1990 Request
for Applications would be reviewed by the
NIH National Advisory Council for Human
Genome Research and awards made early
in 1991.
Information on the developing framework
map was provided in the subcommittee
meeting notebooks. The information was
based on presentations given at a meeting
in Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 16, 1990.
The number of markers, their identification,
and their availability were summarized for
each chromosome. Approximately 95% of
the markers listed are in the public domain.
Guyer also mentioned two chromosomespecific workshops held since the June 1990
subcommittee and NIH Program Advisory
Committee on the Human Genome
(PACHG) meetings:
• the chromosome 19 workshop in August
[see HGN 2(4), 11 (November 1990))
and
• the chromosome 5 workshop in September [see HGN 2(4), 13 (November
1990)].
He added that a second round of workshops
is planned for chromosomes 3, 11, 17, 21,
22, and X.

International Efforts
Human Genome Organisation (HUGO)
Director James B. Wyngaarden described
the primary goals of HUGO:
• to assist in human genome research
coordination;
• to foster collaboration among scientists to prevent unnecessary competition or duplication;
• to coordinate human genome research
w~h parallel studies in model organisms;
• to facilitate exchange of data and
biomaterials;
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• to promote technology transfer
through training programs; and
• to encourage consideration of ethical,
social, legal, and commercial issues.
HUGO has over 333 members representing
more than 25 countries and is establishing
offices in Bethesda, Maryland; Europe; and
Japan. [For more information and a list of
officers, see HGN 2(2),6 (July 1990) and
2(4),4 (November 1990).]

HUGO,CEC
Give Reports

Wyngaarden stated that HUGO had established subcommittees, similar to the joint
NIH-DOE working groups, to deal with ethical, legal, and social issues; informatics;
intellectual property; mouse gene mapping;
and genetic and physical mapping of the
human genome. He noted that HUGO is
currently involved in activities related to its
initial mission of coordinating chromosomespecific workshops. Wyngaarden announced
that a HUGO Council meeting in Oxford,
England, on January 7 would explore the
idea of identifying a conference center
where these workshops might be conducted and where the computer facilities
necessary for information exchange might
reside. He reported that plans are proceeding smoothly for the 11th International Workshop on Human Gene Mapping to be held
in London in August (see "HGM 11," p. 11).
Commission of the European
Communities (CEC)
Bronwen Loder (CEC and HUGO)
announced that the first phase of the CEC
human genome program, whose Objectives
are similar to those of the U.S. project,
began in June 1990 with a 2-year budget of
approximately $20 million. She noted that
this figure represents new money to be
spent entirely on the human genome and
that model organism research is being sup-'
ported in other ways. She added that the'
second phase of the program, scheduled to
begin in June 1992, is likely to receive considerably more funding than the first phase.
Loder reported that the following contracts
for central facilities have been awarded:
• Provision of DNA membranes for
To receive minutes of
genetic mapping projects (Centre
PACHG and Subcommitd'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain). tee Meetings, contact:
• Distribution of probes to laboratories Office of Communications
NIH NCHGR
conducting genetic mapping (UK
Bldg. 38A, Room 617
DNA Probe Bank).
Bethesda, MD 20892
• Distribution of cosmid libraries.
301/402-0911
• Construction and distribution of
Fax: 301/480-2770
I
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NIH-DOE Joint
Subcommittee
and PACHG
June Meetings
To Focus
on Informatics

Loder stated that cDNA sequencing is an
important part of the European program,
accounting for roughly 10% of the budget.
She noted that contracts will be established
this year with the data resource center at
the German Cancer Center in Heidelberg
and with five laboratories that will provide a
yeast artificial chromosome screening service. The CEC program has requested
proposals for projects in contig mapping,
development of new mapping and sequencing technologies, and informatics.
Loder added that applications have also
been requested for pilot studies on development and assessment of low-cost, efficient
methods for specific diagnosis of severe
genetic defects. The training component of
the CEC program will soon be announced,
and a committee on ethical, legal, and
social issues will be established by formal
action of the commission.
Other International Programs
Diane Mclaren (Medical Research Council,
London) described the U.K. Human
Genome Mapping Project (see article, p. 1)
and Michele Durand (Science Attache,
French Embassy) presented information
about the French human genome research
program that began early this year [see
HGN 2(5),12 (January 1991)).

Project To Profile U.S. Biotechnology Faculty
An ambitious new project undertaken by the North Carolina Bic.tec:hn,ol-I
ogy Center will catalog all U.S. academic faculty working full time on
biotechnology research. The project has received the support of three
major funding agencies- NIH, National Science Foundation, and U.S.
Department of Agriculture - as well as seven professional societies. The
information gathered will be published this year in a computer database
and as a directory, both for use by a wide variety of researchers, government agencies, and companies.
A broad definition of biotechnology will be used to include all research
relating to cell biology, molecular biology, and genetics and involving
new techniques such as recombinant DNA, monoclonal antibodies, and
protein engineering. Research in a number of fields, including health
care, agriculture, chemicals, and the environment, will be covered.
For more information, call: 919/541-9366. 0
To request a questionnaire, contact:

Biotechnology Research Faculty Profile
Biotechnology Information Division
North Carolina Biotechnology Center
P.O. Box 13547
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Respond via modem to:
USDA Bulletin Board, 800/624-2723

Plant Genome Research
Reports from U.S. agencies were given by
Stephen Heller [U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)) and Mary Clutter [National
Science Foundation (NSF)). Heller stated
that the goal of the USDA plant genome
research program is to facilitate the genetic
improvement of plants by locating important genes and markers on chromosomes,
determining gene structure, and transferring genes to improve performance. He
referred to a Request for Proposals [Federal Register 55, 49380 (November 27,
1990)) calling for research in three areas:
(1) generation of broad maps of agronomic
and forest species with 25-cM gaps, (2)
intense mapping and characterization of
chromosomal trait regions, and (3) development of new technologies for mapping and
sequencing.
Heller noted that the USDA program's FY
1991 budget allocation amounts to $14.674
million in new money, of which $11 million
will be used for competitive grants and
$3.674 million (a line item to the Agricultural Research Service) for the operational
expenses of the Office of Plant Genome
Mapping, initial mapping activities, database and electronic communications, prototype data analysis of two major crop
species and one forest tree species, and
laboratory robotics development. A portion
of the Agricultural Research Service funds
will also be used to help support the NSF
Arabidopsis project [see HGN 2(3),13
(September 1990)).
Clutter stated that the NSF FY 1991 budget
includes $5 million in new money for the
first year of the Arabidopsis genome
project.

Mouse Genome Research
Following these presentations, James
Watson (Director, NIH NCHGR) raised
the question of establishing an NIH-DOE
joint working group on mouse genome
research. Guyer stated that participants in
the Fifth International Mouse Workshop
(November 4-8, 1990, Annapolis, Maryland) discussed a unified effort to develop
mouse genetic and physical maps. He
added that the mouse research community
had req uested that a working group be
formed to help coordinate research and to
develop a policy for mouse genomics in the
United States. 0
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NIH PACHG Says Mapping Projects Indicate
High-Quality Science
he NIH Program Advisory Committee
on the Human Genome (PACHG) met on
December 3, 1990, in Bethesda, Maryland,
with Norton Zinder presiding. The meeting
included funding reports, a presentation on
intellectual property rights, and scientific
presentations on large-scale mapping projects. [For a list of PACHG members and
their affiliations, see HGN 2(3), 7 (September 1990).)

T

Zinder, in commenting on the scientific presentations, said they were indicative of the highquality science being conducted under the
auspices of the NIH human genome program.
Elke Jordan [Deputy Director, National Center for Human Genome Research (NCHGR))
briefly reviewed budget information and lists
of grants awarded since FY 1990. She indicated that a substantial amount of the budget
increase granted in 1991 would be spent on
the research centers program and that additional funds have been allocated for research
project grants and other components.

Intellectual Property Rights
Alice Martin - specialist in intellectual property rights at the law firm of Arnold, White, &
Durkee, certified medical geneticist, and
member of the American Bar Associationprovided an overview of the intellectual property that will be generated by the project
(e.g., DNA sequences, technological developments, and databases). She described
the types of mechanisms available to protect intellectual property - patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets - and
summarized protection extent, enforcements, and advantages and disadvantages
associated wtth each of these mechanisms.
Martin also explored the philosophical issue
of whether legal protections for intellectual
properties generated by genomic research
are against the public interest. She provided
examples of different approaches by inventors of various biological products and
techniques. Legally protected intellectual
property affords advantages, such as royalties that can be used to fund addttional
research, and gives opportunities for inventors to retain some control over the use of
their inventions.
Addressing the question of the patentability
of life forms and DNA sequences, Martin

indicated that the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office uses three crtteria in deciding
whether or not to issue a patent: the invention must be new; must be nonobvious
based on the prior art (Le., the body of
knowledge accumulated in the inventor's
field of expertise); and must be useful.

PACHG Told
Understanding
of Intellectual
Property Rights
Is Essential

She added that, although life forms or products that occur in nature cannot be patented, modifications of these life forms or
products (e.g., isolated or purified DNA
segments, clones, or cDNAs) may be patentable. Martin anticipated that the major
difficulty in patenting DNA sequences will
be in proving that they are nonobvious
when technology and methods for generating sequences become widely used.
Elaborating on U.S. patent law, Martin discussed the experimental-use exception to
property rights, whereby an individual can
make or use a patented ttem as long as
commercial gain is not intended. She also
delineated some of the differences between
U.S. and European patent laws and noted
that efforts to make the two systems more
compatible are in progress.
Martin concluded by stating that no new
laws will be needed to address intellectual
property issues related to the Human
Genome Project, but she emphasized that
an understanding of intellectual property
rights will be essential in avoiding potential
legal problems among inventors, collaborators, and funding agencies. She remarked
that tt might be appropriate for PACHG and
DOE to form a joint working group on intellectual property issues to ensure that the
rights of all parties are clearly stated and to
stay abreast of public opinion and congressional actions.

Presentations on Mapping
Projects
Five grantees delivered scientific presentations on major mapping projects supported
by NCHGR:
• David Schlessinger (Washington University) discussed yeast artificial chromosome-based mapping of human
chromosomes X and 7 and of other
targeted portions of the genome.

(see PACHG,p. 8)

This newsletter is prepared
at the (equest of the DOE
Office of Health and Envi-
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JITF Discusses Map and Sequence Databases
Database Presentations
• Genome Data Base, Welch
Medical library, Johns Hopkios
University
Peter Pearson and Richard Lucier
• Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory Human Genome
Center

Eiben Branscomb
• Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) Center for Human
Genome Studies

James Fickett
• Genlnfo Backbone Sequence
Database, National Center for
Biotechnology Information

David Lipman
• "Electronic Data Publishing"
Mode~ GenBank®, LANL

Paul Gilna and Michael Cinkosky
• Priority Area Research Project on
Genome Informatics, Japanese
Human Genome Project

Minoru Kanehisa (Kyoto University)
• European Molecular Biology
Laboratory Data Library

Graham Cameron

he second Joint DOE-NIH
Informatics Task Force (JITF)
T
meeting, November 3o-December
1,1990, addressed the Human
Genome Project need for public
databases containing mapping
and sequencing data. Discussions
were organized around presentations on existing map and
sequence databases by representatives from data-housing facil~ies.
Several presentations focused on
the evolution, current status, and
future development plans of data
repositories (see box).
Other speakers were Scott
Tingey (Du Pont) and Brian
Hauge (Massachusetts General
HospHal). Tingey discussed the
Molecular Breeding Program
(plants) and offered some solutions to the problems of storing
vast quantities of laboratorY data
in accessible forms. Hauge
described the progress and database requirements of the Arabidopsis genome mapping program.

PACHG

(from p. 7)

• Glen Evans (Salk Institute for Biological
Studies) discussed a project to produce a physical map of human chromosome 11 and to develop computer
software for manipulating the map.
• Richard Myers (University of California,
San Francisco Medical School) reported
on efforts to construct high-resol ution
genetic and physical maps of human
chromosome 4. The project includes
components at the University of Iowa
and the Fox Chase Cancer Center.
• David Ward (Yale Univers~y Medical
School) described research to map
clones on human chromosomes 1, 3,
5, 9, 10, 11, 16, and X using fluorescent
in s~u hybridization to guide the preparation of genetic linkage or long-range
restriction maps.
• Francis Collins (Univers~y of Michigan
Medical School) presented an overview
of the goals of his project to develop
advanced technology in genetic and
physical mapping and DNA sequencing. <>

Guidelines Established
The task force concurred on the following
guidelines for establishing genome data
resources:
1. Mapping databases are most naturally
organized as organism-specific consensus map databases containing all
genetic and physical mapping data that
are significantly useful to the biomedical
community.
2. Centralized consensus databases
should provide direct or indirect access
to the supporting data.
3. Central databases and project-supporting
databases should be implemented
using software and hardware systems
that adhere to industry standards. Currently, these are the commercial relational database management systems
using client-server arch~ecture; they run
on Posix-compliant computers connected to the research Internet and are
capable of supporting communication
with the Transmission Control Protocol!
Internet suite of protocols (TCP/lP).
4. Public-use databases must provide a
stable, documented Application Program
Interface, so that third parties may
develop interface software to the data.
Public-use databases should use a
standard system for representing typographic information (e.g., ~alics and
superscripts) where H has important scientific meaning. Standard Generalized
Markup Language is one such standard.
5. Public-use databases must be designed
to support differential data accessibility
among authorized users.
6. Data suppliers should be encouraged to
estimate confidence limits of data or
consensus elements, and these limits
should be represented in the database.
7. The databases should maintain a history
of database changes, such as an aud~
trail or set of ed~orial cHat ions.

JITF Working Groups
The four JITF working groups made brief
reports on their work. The action nems that
follow were included in the reports or
resulted from them.

(see JITF, p. 9)
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ELSI Working Group Examines Progress
he NIH-DOE Working Group on the Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues (ELSI)
related to mapping and sequencing the
human genome met on January 7-8 in Crystal Cny, Virginia. The purpose of the meeting
was to examine progress in policy development on three sets of professional and public
policy issues identified as high priorny for the
NIH-DOE ELSI program:
• protecting the confidentialny of genetic
information;

T

• facilnating responsible integration of
new genetic tests into clinical practice;
and
• promoting fairness in genetic information use, especially by insurers and
employers.

Privacy Issues Addressed
Madison Powers (Georgetown University)
spoke on legal protection of confidentialny
and privacy, including the Federal Privacy
of Genetic Information Bill (H.R. 5612,
101 st Congress, 2nd Session) introduced
by Representative John Conyers, Jr.,
D-Michigan. Powers described the current
network of federal, state, and regulatory
protections and identified gaps in the abil ny
to maintain medical record confidentialny.

HIAA
Representative
Gives Insurance
Industry's Views

Mark Rothstein (University of Houston)
addressed the implications of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in the use
of genetic information for employment
screening. He concluded that ADA
provides discrimination protection to

(see ELSI, p. 10)

JITF (from

p. 8)

Data Requirements Working Group
The group will concentrate on mapping data;
Lipman recommended establishing connections with model organism mapping data projects. Branscomb was appointed liaison to the
Human Genome Organisation committee on
physical mapping data.
Connectivity and Infrastructure Working
Group
The group's aim was reported to be fostering capabilny and not mandating actions; n
recognized that the Internet TCP/IP protocol sune is the U.S. connectivity standard.
The working group recommended that all
genome centers and genome data resources
be Internet accessible and that the funding
agencies provide connection guidance and
support. The group pointed out that network
resource availabilny would create a second
cycle of demand from individual researchers;
NIH and DOE should expect this demand to
increase and be prepared for n.
Training Working Group
Although DOE, NIH, and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) have separate
genome and computation fellowships, the
working group stressed thatthe Human
Genome Project has an opportunny to make
a real impact on interdisciplinary computation and biology training by designing a fellowship that would be available at a number
of levels: predoctoral, postdoctoral, and

mid-career. Another short -term goal olthe
working group is the development of a
summer course in genome informatics for
investigators whose primary training is in
biology.
Long-Term Needs Working Group
The need for analytical tools and genome
informatics training was discussed. The
group noted that NSF has taken the lead
in biocomputing training. Frank Olken
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory) pointed
out that the Human Genome Project
should support basic research in database
theory, because advances in database
theory and practice are necessary to
achieve project goals. Lipman suggested
that the cost for such research would be
less than that for one genome center, and
that Human Genome Project administrators need to be aware of current research
and to encourage computer scientists to
meet the project's database requirements.
Prior to ns next meeting (tentatively scheduled for March 14-15), JITF plans to organize a workshop on laboratory support
databases and associated software to
develop a requirement specification for a
general laboratory support tool. 0
Reported by David Benton

NIH NCHGR
and
Robert Robbins
NSF/DOE

JITF Plans
To Organize
Database
Workshop

David Benton is
Assistant to the
Director for Scientific
Data Management at
NCHGR.
Rohert Robbins is
Program Director for
Database Activities
in the Biological,
Behaviora~ and Social
Sciences at NSF; he is
assisting DOE in
genome informatics
and computational
activities through the
courtesy of NSF.
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(from p. 9)

ELSI Working
Group To Form
Insurance Task
Force

disease-gene carriers and to those suffering
from genetic disabiltties. Rothstein shared the
recommendations he made to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission for
developing regulations that would make
these protections explictt.
Lori Andrews (American Bar Foundation)
discussed several avenues for stimulating
model legislation at the state level and for
providing input into federal regulation development. Patricia King (Georgetown University
Law Center) agreed to assume responsibiltty
for coordinating further inttiatives in this area.

Genetic Testing and Insurance
Jude Payne [Health Insurance Association
of America (HIAA)) presented the insurance
industry's views on using genetic tests in underwriting practices. She concluded that no particular genetic test is likely to be cost-effective
enough to use as a routine insurance screen;
however, if medical screening increases,
insurers will have to decide whether to include
such in/ormation in their underwriting decisions.
She announced the formation of an HIAA
working group on genetic testing to help
develop industry policy over the coming
months.
Margaret Anderson [Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA)) discussed a survey of
insurance companies that is a component of
an upcoming OTA cystic fibrosis (CF) study.
This study will assess the significance of
genetic information in current underwriting
practices and clarify the plans and poliCies
of individual insurance companies with
respect to genetic information.
Philip Reilly (Eunice Kennedy Shriver Center
for Mental Retardation) discussed the need

for research on insurance issues and the
role of state insurance regulation in protecting against unfair use of genetic information
by insurers. Because much U.S. health
insurance is provided by self-insuring large
employers not governed by state laws regulating commercial firms, legislation may
need to be extended to cover these selfinsurance plans.
The ELSI working group plans to help coordinate initiatives in this area by forming an
Insurance Task Force that will include representatives from the insurance industry, corporate benefit plans, consumer and health
groups, and scholars actively researching
these issues. Tom Murray (Case Western
Reserve University) will serve as chair.

Genetic Services and Medical
Practice
ELSI staff reported on several initiatives
that evolved from the September 1990 ELSI
workshop, which focused on issues related
to the clinical introduction of new genetic
tests. Together, these inttiatives (listed below)
should help establish a sound professional
foundation for the provision of emerging
genetic services; the working group will
follow them closely.
• National Center for Human Genome
Research (NCHGR) has taken a
lead rofe in organizing an NIH-wide
response to the need for pilot studies
on how best to deliver DNA-based
carrier testing for CF.
• NCHGR and DOE have inttiated a
major study by the National Academy
of Sciences and the Instttute of Medicine to help assess and establish
standards of care and qualtty-control
mechanisms for the delivery of new
genetic services.
• Neil Holtzman (Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine) informed the group
about his NCHGR-supported study
of primary-care physicians' preparedness for handling various aspects of
genetic testing.
• Robyn Nishimi (OTA) discussed the
upcoming OTA project on screening
for CF. The project goal is to use CF
testing as a model for policy Issues
that will arise as new genetic tests are
integrated into medical practice. <>
Reported by Eric T. Juengst, Director
NCHGR Ethical, Legal, and Social
Implications Program
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Baylor, Utah Receive NCHGR Center Grants
Locations
of Other
NCHGR Centers:
• Washington
University, St. Louis
• University of
California,
San Francisco
• Massachusetts
Instnute of
Technology,
Cambridge
• University of
Michigan,
Ann Arbor

T

he NIH National Center for Human Genome
Research (NCHGR) has awarded two
5-year Human Genome Research Center
grants to teams at the Baylor College of Medicine in Houston and the University of Utah in
Salt Lake City. These two addnions bring to
six the total number of NCHGR-supported
genome research centers.

and, with special computer programs,
attempt to locate disease genes on doned
yeast artificial chromosomes, focusing on
large DNA regions known to contain
genes responsible for diseases. <>
Reported by Leslie Fink, Chief
NCHGR Office of Communications

Centers form the foundation of the diverse
NCHGR research program and also serve as
resources to outside scientists by providing
them wtth newly developed research materials, opportunities to learn new techniques,
and access to computer databases containing genome research results. Funds for these
two new centers will provide "core facilities"
that will enable genome researchers to carry
out the goals of the Human Genome Project.

Perspectives (from p.11)

University of Utah (first year: $2,076,272).
Led by geneticists Raymond Gesteland and
Raymond White, the Utah center will focus
on developing high-quality DNA markers to
add to the genetic linkage map of human
chromosomes 16, 17, and a portion of 5 and
to help connect the genetic and physical
maps. Investigators expect to generate about
640 markers each year and, in collaboration
wnh a group at the Universny of Alberta in
Edmonton, Canada, will also develop more
rapid DNA sequencing methods.
The Utah center will indude a computer component to perform genetic and statistical analyses to link information about inherned diseases
to specific chromosomes and genes. Mapping technology developed at the Utah center will be available to other gene hunters
through collaborations.
Baylor College of Medicine (first year:
$1,833,621). Led by Thomas Caskey, the
Baylor genome center will seek to improve
DNA sequencing technology while developing a physical map of human chromosomes
X and 17 and a genetic linkage map of chromosome 6. I nvestigators will collect DNA samples from patients wnh inherned diseases

FASEB Journal Features Genome Research
The January issue of The FASEB Journal focuses on worldwide
genome research. It contains articles on topics such as the origins of
the U.~. Human Genome Project; current mapping trends; DNA sequencing; molec~lar studies of human genetic disease; information
management; ethical, legal, and social issues related to availabilny of
~enome data; the Human Genome Organisation; and genome efforts
In Japan, Europe, Latin America, and the U.S.S.R. <>

NCHGR Ethical, Legal, and Sociallmplications Program Director Eric Juengst offered
an overview of NIH efforts to anticipate CUltural and social implications of new and
more accurate genetic tests that will be
developed as genome research is translated into medical practice. He noted the
following NCHGR program functions:
• To support social and scientific
research into the identification of
potential social problems and ways
to address them.
• To develop public policy options to
safeguard the confidentiality of
genetic information.
• To educate health professionals and
the lay public about issues raised by
new genetic information.
Following individual presentations, the
speakers formed a panel to answer and
comment on many thought-provoking
questions from the audience. Members of
herednary disease groups were invited to
participate in the Human Genome Project
by volunteering for family studies, which
form the heart of disease-gene mapping,
and by providing feedback to ensure that
the ELSI program Ins the public's needs.
In closing, Nancy Wexler explained that
isolating a disease gene would not mean
an "instant panacea," but she speculated
about the kinds of prevention and treatment approaches that might be taken after
the gene is discovered. She said that rapidly
advancing technology is providing encouragement that eventually all genes wUI be
located. While members of herednary disease groups may sometimes feel discouraged and alone, she said, they should
realize that together they can be a tremendously powerful const~uency. The Human
Genome Project provides a way for them
to combine forces to achieve their individual goals more rapidly. <>
hu 'm.-h, O'Connor
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NCHGR Involves Minorities in Activities
IH recognizes the need to increase the
number of the underrepresented minority
scientists participating in biomedical and
behavioral research as a means of addressing
a potential research labor shortage in the 21 st
century. The National Center for Human
Genome Research (NCHGR) is committed to
this goal, in add~ion to realizing the importance of having all scientists contribute to
research progress. Because genomic
research is a relatively new scienmic discipline and NCHGR a new component of NIH,
the center has the opportun~y to approach
this initiative in creative ways.

N

The center plans the following efforts to encourage participation of minority scientists and
institutions:
1. Educate the scientific community about
the genome program and about opportunities at all career levels.
2. Increase the number of trained minority
researchers through a variety of research
training and career development programs.
3. Provide opportunities for minorny students
to pursue research projects.

for new scientists, opportunities for
established scientists to develop additional
skills, and more intensive training for those
who wish to change fields.
The center has developed a Minority Institution Travel Award Program to give support
to students and faculty from minority institutions to attend workshops, conferences,
and courses relating to genomic research.
Research Projects
Over the next 3 years, the center plans to
identify a core of minority students and
established scientists interested in genomic
research as a career and to work with them
to develop individual action plans. For identified students and scientists, NCHGR will:
• Support travel to discuss training,
proposals, and research plans with
genome researchers; to attend courses and workshops; and to make
short-term laboratory stays.
• Arrange seminars on grant writing.
• Monitor activities on a quarterly basis
to ensure that the objectives of the
plan are being achieved.

Education
• Provide project developmental funds
to allow investigators to spend time in
During the past year, NCHGR has informed
laboratories learning new techniques,
the broader scientific community of ~s proto purchase supplies and equipment,
grammatic interests through announcements
or to obtain release time to pursue
in the NIH Guide to Grants and Contracts
new research ideas.
and through presentations at annual meetings
of professional societies. In exploring ways to Ultimately, the expectation is that minority
reach more minor~y scientists, NCHGR is
investigators will obtain support through
doing the following:
the regular NIH grant mechanisms.
• Working w~h the Minor~ Biomedical
NCHGR plans to develop relationships with
Research Support and Minor~ Access
minority students and investigators that
to Research Careers programs to include
will make them an integral part of the larger
within their annual meetings a minisymcommun~ of human genome researchers.
posium on the Human Genome Project.
These associations will facilitate collabora• Cooperating with Research Center in
tions and provide timely access to the latest
Minority Institutions investigators to
techniques, information, and resources.
develop a series of genome-related proThe center also encourages its grantees to
posals for consideration by NIH [see
identify minority students and faculty memHGN 2(3), 8 (September 1990)].
bers and encourage their participation in
Training
the Human Genome Project by making
Training opportun~ies will be available to
laboratory opportun~ies available and by
minority scientists at all career levels-from
acting as consultants or mentors on
high school students to established scienresearch projects. Individuals who would
tists - through programs such as the Minor~y like to know more about the NCHGR initiative for minority scientists should contact
High School Student Research Apprentice
Program, the National Research Service Award, Bettie J. Graham at 301/496-7531. <>
the Senior Fellowship Award, and the Special
Reported by Bettie I. Graham, Chief
NCHGR Research Grants Branch
Emphasis Research Career Award. The
NCHGR
initiative will stress
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HUGO Europe Meets in Frankfurt
HUGO Sees
Innovation
Thriving
in European
Research

t the first Human Genome Organisation
A
(HUGO) meeting held in Europe, some
200 scientists from 16 countries assembled
December 10-12, 1990, in Frankfurt,
Germany, to discuss European genome
research. Innovation was seen to be thriving
in the broad range of methodological developments and applications presented.
The meeting, marking the first time that a
German federal or private instttution has contributed to a HUGO activtty, was largely supported by the Federal Ministry of Research
and Technology; the German Society for
Chemical Equipment, Chemical Engineering,
and Biotechnology (DECHEMA); and the
European Community (EG).
The program of 38 oral and 49 poster presentations was planned to bring together scientists in medicine, molecular biology, and
informatics and to foster interaction with
national and European poIicymakers. Trends
and strategies in genome research were the
subjects of round-table discussions.
Several speakers reported attempts to create
easily accessible data centers with internationally accepted data transfer standards;
computer experts stated that future systems
will have to be more flexible. Participants
were impressed by the speed of degenerate
homology searches using a massively parallel Active Memory Technology distributedarray processor wnh the NeedlemanWunsch-Sellers algornhm, as presented by
Andrew Coulson (Universny of Edinburgh).

A. Goffeau (EC, Brussels) reported on EC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

funding in European genome research. The
coordinated effort of 35 laborato sequence yeast chromotories
Conference organizers
some III wnh standard nonautoWalter Bodmer
mated methods is almost complete.
Imperial Cancer Research
Wnhin
a 250-kb region, 196 open
Fund, London
reading frames have been found:
Edwin Southern
19 already known; 25 homologous
University of Oxford
to known genes; 16 probable
Glauco Tocchini-Valentini
membrane proteins; and 136
University of Rome
temporary one-membered sets.
Mark Lathrop
Centre d'Etude Polymorphisme
Fumihiko Matsuda of Tasuka
Humain, Paris
Honjo's laboratory (Kyoto, Japan)
Karl-Heinz Grzeschik
described an impressive largeUniversity of Marburg, Germany
scale analysis of nine independent
Albert Driesel
yeast contigs involving some
DECHEMA Institute, Frankfurt 5.5 Mb and 71 VH antibody genes
John Collins
that exhibned qune varied gene
National Biotech Research
densny wnhin the contigs, from 21
Center (GBF), Braunschweig
VH genes in one 380-kb
to

2 VH genes in another region of 1.1 Mb.
(VH refers to the immunoglobulin heavy
chain variable gene regions.)
A novel inverse polymerase chain reaction
protocol from Andre Rosenthal (Medical
Research Council, Cambridge) has been
effective in short sequencing excursions or
walks from any known sequence tagged
site (STS) to the next restriction site of
choice, currently wnh a range limned to
about 4 kb [A. Rosenthal and D. S. C.
Jones, Nucleic Acids Res. 18(10),3095
(May 25,1990)].
The chromosomal physical-microdissection
techniques of Bernhard Horsthemke
(Institute for Human Genetics, Essen) and
G. Senger (Instnute for Human Genetics,
Erlangen) were compared with the laser
techniques of Bertrand Jordan (National
Institute of Health and Medical Research,
Marseilles) and K. O. Greulich (Universny of
Heidelberg), along with examples of subsequent small-fragment cloning. A novel
development by Greulich involves optical
"pincers" to lift up and isolate the dissected
chromosomal segment.
A technical breakthrough by A. Perrin (Pasteur Institute) that holds promise for future
practical application is the characterization
of an ultra rare-cutter restriction enzyme
(18-bp recognnion site). It would be valuable in combination with small, transposable
elements or retroviruses for introducing
unique cut snes into complex genomes
[C. Monteilhet et aI., Nucleic Acids Res.
18(16),1407-1413 (March 25,1990)].
K. H. Grzeschik (Universny of Marburg), on
behalf of those involved in genetic counseling, expressed the preference that STSs be
derived from highly polymorphic regions
rather than from cDNAs or highly conserved sequences, an approach designed
to lead more directly to candidate genes.
Richard Benson (Center for Human
Genetics and Biomedical Ethics, Leuven)
reviewed ethical questions related to the
Human Genome Project. He concluded
that, while human genome research is not
ethically neutral, a project that can make a
unique contribution to the advancement of
human health is not merely "something
that would be nice to do," but ethically
imperative. 0

Reported by John Collins
National Biotech Research Center, Germany
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Workshop on International Cooperation
for the Human Genome Project: Ethics
he Second Workshop on International
Cooperation for the Human Genome
Project: Ethics, sponsored by Fundacion
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya and organized by
Fundacion Valenciana de Estudios Avanzados, was held in Valencia, Spain, on November 12-14, 1990. Highlights of some of the
many papers are given below.

T

The presentation by Eric Lander (Whitehead
Institute for Biomedical Research and Massachusetts Institute of Technology) set the
theme of the workshop. He said that gene
mapping is the best way to find cures for
genetic disorders, but the hiatus between
the ability to predict and the ability to cure,
as well as society's impatience in wanting to
use research results prematurely, will raise
challenging e1hical questions.
Hans-Martin Sass (Ruhr University, Germany) described a rancorous debate occurring in Germany, where alternative groups
have challenged genetic diagnostics as
eugenic public health policy and bioethics
as intended merely to gain acceptance of
risky technologies.
Several speakers on religious considerations focused on differing attitudes toward
reproductive intervention. The Catholic and
Islamic speakers rejected any use of in vitro
fertilization. The Jewish and Protestant
speakers rejected absolute prohibitions
and insisted, instead, on evaluation to
ensure benefit and prevent misuse of
genetic technology.
Eric Juengst [Director, Ethical, Legal, and
Social Implications (ELSI) Program, NIH National Center for Human Genome Research]
suggested that stigmatization and fatalism
may be avoided by interpreting genetic risk
markers in terms of contingencies, rather
than predispositions, to emphasize the
abil~y to protect individuals through nongenetic interventions.
Theodore Friedmann (Center for Molecular
Genetics, University of California, San
Francisco) observed that the question of
appropriate target conditions and traits will
become increasingly difficult. Albert Jonsen
(University of Washington, Seattle) predicted
that genetic information will reshape the
traditional doctor-patient relationship, focusing more attention on family than individual,
and creating presymptomatically diagnosed

"unpatients" for whom no therapy is yet
available.
Regarding the use of genetic information,
John Fletcher (University of Virginia)
reported international consensus on what
guidelines for human geneticists should
be. Dorothy Nelkin (New York University)
advised paying heed to popular beliefs
about genetic information in promoting its
use. Neil Holtzman (Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine) noted that individual
autonomy can be reduced by screening
and that public expectations need to be
aligned with the limits of genetics.
Mark Rothstein (University of Houston Law
Center) discussed the conflicting interests
of individuals, employers, and society in
preemployment screening. G. W. de Wit
(Erasmus University, Rotterdam) argued
that genetic information will be useful to
insurers only in the case of single-gene
diseases and, in such case, equality of
information between insurer and insured
must be enforced, at least for I~e and disabil~y insurance.
Helen Donis-Keller (Washington University)
described a commercial arena in which
uniform laboratory standards have not
been set and noted that competition does
not necessarily produce high-quality
results. Norman Fost (University of Wisconsin) discussed several issues related to
carrier testing.
Daniel Kevles (California Institute of Technology) suggested that eugenics may
continue to mislead, not for lack of good
intentions, but simply because conclusions
are scientifically wrong. Benno Muller·HiII

(see Ethics Workshop, p. 16)

Chromosome Meetings
Human Genome News wishes to publish notice of upcoming
individual chromosome meetings in its "Calendar of Genome
Events." Brief summaries of the meetings are also requested.

Please call the Human Genome Management Information
System (HGMIS) for information on submitting meeting reports.
Send pertinent calendar information, including the name and
telephone number of a contact person, to the HGMIS address
shown on page 20. 0
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Drosophila Genome Meeting
Drosophila Workshop
Recommendations
• Configure ongoing
genome projects so
that they share information with each
other and with the

Drosophila
community.
• Place high priority
on the development
and maintenance of

informatics systems.
• Initiate annual
workshops, which will
include Drosophila
researchers not
directly involved in
genome programs,
to help disseminate
the fruits of the proj-

ect and refine priorities reflectiog the
genome community's

changing needs.

workshop on Drosophila genome
research, held in Madison, Wisconsin,
A
on August 3-5, 1990, was cosponsored by
the National Center for Human Genome
Research (NCHGR) and the University of
Wisconsin Graduate School. The meeting's
goals included consideration of the following:
• the current state of Drosophila
genome analysis,
• possible goals of Drosophila genome
research, and
• possible strategies for achieving these
goals.
In addition to investigators from the
Drosophila community, the workshop was
attended by representatives of the Caenorhabditis elegans genome project and by
experts in sequencing technology and
biocomputing. Because of the important
issues raised and the limited number of
workshop participants, attendees published
a summary report of the proceedings.
Readers may request a copy of the summary report from HGMIS at no charge.
Participants gave several reasons for their
view that Drosophila research should be
given a high priority in the allocation of
funds for the genome initiative:
• Well-designed sequencing projects
targeted on any of several loci on the
Drosophila genome are likely to yield
important, easily interpretable, and
scientifically useful data to the
research community as a whole.
• Many complex biological processes
in humans are also found in Drosophila,
and sequence analyses of selected
regions of tts genome are likely to
provide important clues to the genetic
control of analogous processes in
humans.

Workshop To Develop Paper on Database
The 3Znd Annual Drosophila Research Conference In Chicago
will Include a March 23 workshop, chaired by Dan Lindsley
(University of california, San Diego), to give updates on the
Drosophila genome project and to develop a communtty position paper on computerizing the Drosophila database:
Contact! Anne Marie Langevin, 3011571-1825

• Drosophila Is unique in that the polytene chromosomes already provide
a high-resolution physical map to
which the molecular map may be
easily aligned.
• The P element and similar transposons
promise to be powerful tools for
enhancing genetic research and are
likely to provide new methods for
accessing other organisms' DNA for
physical mapping and sequence
analysis.
• The Drosophila genome's size allows
reasonable expectation of a complete
sequence analysis.
The workshop included reports from current and proposed Drosophila genome
projects, discussions of genome analysis
work being done on C. elegans and Escherichia coli, reports on current initiatives to
manage information and strain maintenance and distribution, and a description
of advanced sequencing technologies.
Reported by William S. Reznikojf

Department of Biochemistry
University of Wisconsin

Ethics Workshop

(from p. 15)

(Genetics Institute, University of Cologne,
Germany) argued for the sole right of the
individual to know his or her genotype.
William Bartholome (University of Kansas)
called for the establishment of mechanisms to control the application of new
genetic knowledge.
Conference speakers generally did not
question the value of the Human Genome
Project but expressed concern about
genetic information uses and called for further ethical inquiry and public education.
The conference concluded wtth the presentation to Queen Sofia of the "Valencia Declaration on Ethics and the Human Genome
Project," summarizing the participants'
deliberations. 0
Written by Michael S. Yesley

Coordinator, ELSI Activities
DOE Human Genome Program
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Human Genome Project
Publications Win Awards
A poster, a program report, and a newsletter
produced by the Human Genome Management Information System (HGMIS) at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory were winners in
the 1991 Society for Technical Communication/East Tennessee Chapter (STC/ETC)
competition. The poster and program report
are sponsored by the Human Genome Program of the DOE Office of Health and
Environmental Research, and the newsletter
is jointly supported by DOE and the NIH
National Center for Human Genome
Research.
Experts from the Delaware Valley STC chapter and other outside judges evaluated some
38 entries in the Technical Art Competition
and 113 entries in the Technical Publications
Competition on the basis of how well they
fulfilled their function as technical communication publications. Winners of the Distinguished Technical Communication Award,
the highest given, were automatically
entered in the STC international competition
to be held April 14--17 in New York City.
Distinguished Technical Communication
Awards
• Arts Competition - Design Graphics
and Presentation category: a poster,
"DOE Human Genome Management
Information System."
• Publications Competition - House
Organs category: Human Genome
News.
Merit Award
• Publications Competition - Periodic
Activity Reports category: Human
Genome 1989-1990 Program Report.
STC, with over 14,000 members in more
than 120 chapters, is the world's largest
professional organization devoted to the art
and science of technical communication
and one of the fastest growing professional
societies. A network linking technical communicators all over the world, the purpose
of STC is to keep both entry-level and veteran communicators aware of the latest
trends in technical communication.
The newsletter staff wishes to thank those
who have contributed articles and our sponsoring agencies' staffs, who have offered
excellent suggestions and advice. <>
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U.S. Genome Research Funding Information
Note: Investigators wishing to apply for NIH or USDA funding are
urged to discuss their projects with agency staff before submitting
formal proposals. DOE requires no prior discussion on preproposals .

NIH National Center for Human Genome Research
(NCHGR)
Application receipt dates:
• R01, P01, R21, P30, P50, and R13 grants - February 1, June 1,
and October 1.
• Individual postdoctoral fellowships and institutional training
grants - January 10, May 10, and September 10.
• Small Business Innovative Research Grants (SBIR: firms with
500 or fewer employees) - April 15, August 15, and December 15.
• Requests for Applications (RFAs) - receipt dates are independent of the above dates.
Program announcements are listed in issues of the weekly NIH
Guide for Grants and Contracts, which may be obtained by:
- Hard copy subscription - caU301/4%-7441.
- Remote log-in via modem to NIH Grant Line caUJohn James, 301/4%-7554.
- Listserver computer network subscriptioncaU Dottie Baker, 919/966-5625.
Send E-mail requests to "pjones@uncvx1.bitnet" or
"jones@samba.acs.unc.edu" (Internet).
Expanded statements of the RFAs listed in the NIH grants
guide may be obtained from either of the two electronic
sources or from NIH NCHGR in Bethesda, MD
(301/4%-0844).

DOE Human Genome Program
Solicitations for proposals were published in the February 20 issue
of the Federal Register, in the February 22 Science, and in other
publications. Investigators whose preproposals are accepted for
programmatic relevance are notified to submit a formal proposal.
E-mail inquiries on Internet may be addressed to:
- "genome@oerv01.er.doe.gov"
SBIR Grants. DOE also invites small business firms to submit grant
applications addressing the human genome topic of SBIR programs, which are designed to strengthen innovative firms in areas
of research and development and to contribute to the growth and
strength of the nation's economy. The human genome topic emphasizes instrumentation development for automated clone processing,
improvements in DNA sequencing technologies, and enhanced
sequence data storage and processing capabilities.
Selected firms may receive up to $50,000 to explore the feasibility
of their ideas. In a second phase, up to $500,000 will be available
to individual firms to support those ideas judged highest in potential
for meeting program objectives. For a copy of the DOE solicitation,
issued on December 7,1990, contact: Samuel Barish; SBIR Program Manager, ER-16; DOE; Washington, DC 20585; 301/353-5707.
• SBIR grant application receipt date: March 7.
Human Genome Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowships.
Next deadline, winter 1992. <>
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301/496-0844, afternoons]
Genome Research
on Social
for the History,
Social Studies
Fax:
Evanston, IL IE
Conference:
to
in Molecular Biology; Anaheim, CA;

Computing
Molecular Biology and
at the 13th IMACS World
on Computation and Applied Mathematics; Dublin
USA, 512/471-2472, Fax: 512/471-2445,
Conference on Molecular Genetics; Newport, RI
1, Fax: 401/783-7644]
(HGM 11); LonDon

*Attendance at meetings listed with asterisk is either limited or restricted.
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Human Genome Project:

14-15

September

18-21

Bowles, 804/924-9477, Fax:

14th Congress or the International Society or Forensic Haemogenetics;
Mainz, FRG [P. Schneider, (Int.) 49/6131-172688/392118,
(Int.) 49/6131-393183]

Genome III: The International Conference on the
Genome Research; San Diego, CA
Inc., 212/730-1050, Fax:

*Attendaoce at meetings listed with asterisk is either limited or restricted.

March

2)

~:;~::,~~e
lc

and Chromosome Mapping/Sequence Analysis: Courses at u.K.
Genome Mapping Project Resource Centre; Harrow, England (later
offered) [e. Bates, (Int.) 44/81-869-3446, Fax: (Int.) 44/81-869-3807]

Cold Spring Harbor, NY
ATCC, Rockville, MD
Laboratory

MD (also July 15-20,

1-21

5-13
July

Cloning in Genome

22-Aug.2
23-Aug.12

8-21

October
27-Nov.5

Genomics for Molecular Biologists;

20

Acronyms listed were
chosen because they
were either used in the
text or are relevant to
the human genome
research community.
Listed in parentheses
after an organization
is the branch of
government or the
organization, to which
it is responsible.
*Denotes U.S. Department
of Energy organizations.
tDenotes U.S. Department
of Health and Human
Services organizations.
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AAAI

American Association for Artificial
Intelligence

ASHG
ATCC

American Society of Human Genetics

BTP

Biotechnology Program

eDNA

complementary DNA

CEC

Commission of the European

American Type CuHure Collection

LANL'

LBL*

cystic fibrosis

DECHEMA German Society for Chemical Equipment,
Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology

lawrence Uvermore National Laboratory,

LRF

Uvermore, Calif.
Leukemia Research Fund (U.K.)

LTI

Ufe Technologies, Inc,

MRC

Medical Research Council (U.K.)

NCHGR'

National Center for Human Genome

Research (NIH)

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

DOE

Department of Energy (U.S.)

NIH'
NSF

EC

European Community

ELSI

Ethical, Legal, and Sociallssuesl
Implications

FASEB

Federation of American Societies for
Experimental Biology

GBF

National Biotech Research Center

National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Office of Energy Research

OER'
OHER'

Office of Health and Environmental

Research (OER)
ORNL*

Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

(Germany)

OTA

Office of Technology Assessment

GDB

Genome Data Base (HHMI, Johns
I-Iopkins UniverSity)

PACHGt

Program Advisory Committee on the

HGCC'

Human Genome Coordinating Committee

PCR

polymerase chain reaction

HGM11

11 th HUman Gene Mapping Workshop

RFA

Request for Applications

HGMIS'

Human Genome Mana~ement
Information System (0 NL)

RFLP

restriction fragment length polymorphism

SBIR
STC/ETC

Small Business InnOVative Research

Human Genome (NIH)

HGMP

Human Genome Mapping Project (UK)

HGN*t

Human Genome News

HHMI

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

STS

sequence tagged site

HIAA

Health Insurance Association of America

TCP/IP

HUGO

Human Genome Organisation
[International}

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
suite of protocols

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

ICRF

Imperial Cancer Research Fund (U.K.)

YAC

yeast artificial chromosome

IMACS

International Association for Mathematics
and Computers in Simulation

Society for Technical Communication/
East Tennessee Chapter

Human Genome Management Information System
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